The H1 collaboration has recently reported the observation of events with an isolated high energy lepton and missing transverse momentum. All analysed Standard Model processes were found to fail in explaining the origin of muon events leaving a statistical fluctuation as the only explanation of their appearance. In this paper I discuss mechanisms by which Standard Model processes could either produce or mimic such events and point out several biases of the H1 analysis which led to an underestimation of their contribution.
Introduction
The H1 collaboration at HERA recently reported a higher than expected yield of events with an isolated high energy lepton and missing transverse momentum [1] . The most striking effect was an unexpected asymmetry in the number of muon (5) and electron (0) events in the domain of large transverse momentum of the recoil hadronic system, p T ≥ 25 GeV/c. In this domain neither of the two leptonic channels is favoured by the selection criteria and only a small difference in acceptance for the muon and for the electron events is expected. Several standard model processes which produce isolated leptons have been analysed in [1] and none of them have been found to account for the excess of muon events. The asymmetry of the numbers of electron and muon events, if confirmed by higher statistics data, can seriously challenge one of the paradigms of the Standard Model -the universality of electroweak forces for all lepton families.
The goal of the studies presented in this paper is to identify and analyse those Standard Model processes which, due to the measurement procedure, could produce such an asymmetry. Two examples of such processes are discussed in this paper: photoproduction of lepton pairs and photoproduction of jets. Both of them were already discussed in [1] but their analysis was, as it is argued below, biased, leading to underestimation of the rate of isolated muon events originating from these processes.
Photoproduction of Lepton pairs
Three processes leading to production of a pair of leptons are discussed in [1] : production and decay of the Z boson, Drell-Yan process and production of a pair of leptons in γγ scattering. These processes cover only a fraction of available phase space for the eq → e + q + l + l − + X reaction. The dominant missing contribution is due to a process of internal conversion of the virtual photon emitted by the quark or by the electron. The region of the phase space, defined by a small invariant mass and a large transverse momentum of the l + l − pair, in which the lepton pair production events could mimic the isolated lepton events, is covered predominantly by this process. The γγ scattering is less likely to produce a large transverse momentum recoil jet accompanying an isolated lepton.
Low invariant mass lepton pairs can be misidentified as isolated leptons if the geometrical separation of their tracks is too small to be resolved by the tracking system. Events with unresolved e + e − tracks do not contribute to the sample of isolated electron events because the electron and the positron deposit their energies in the calorimeter and no significant missing transverse momentum is produced. On the other hand, unresolved µ + µ − events, in which both muons leave only a small fraction of their energies in the calorimeter, could mimic muon events found in [1] .
Is neglecting such events justified? In order to answer this question I discuss below the expected rates of the µ + µ − events and the capacity of the H1 detector to resolve the muon tracks.
The cross section for the production of the muon pair, having its invariant mass in the range (M 2 max , M 2 min ), can be expressed, for M max significantly smaller than the transverse momentum of the muon pair, p T , by the cross section for production of a photon [2] :
This expression has been verified to describe very well the UA1 dimuon data [3] and is used below to calculate the cross section for production of muon pairs in the ep scattering at HERA. In applying this formula I neglect the contribution of the process of dimuon production in γγ scattering and its interference with the internal conversion process. In the phase space region where the calculations are made these contributions are small and can be neglected. I neglect, as well, "external conversions" of real photons into µ + µ − pairs in the beam pipe material. The probability of such conversions is attenuated by a large factor of m The cross section for photon photoproduction has been given e.g. in [4] . Recently G. Kramer, D. Michelsen and H. Spiesberger [5] calculated the cross section for production of high E T photons in deep inelastic ep scattering. On the basis of these calculations I estimate the cross section for production of an isolated photon carrying E T ≥ 25 GeV and produced within the geometrical acceptance of the H1 detector to be 1.6 ± 0.8 pb. The corresponding cross section for production of a muon pair is calculated using equation 1. The resulting cross section values correspond to rates of 0.15 ± 0.08 (0.35 ± 0.18) µ + µ − events produced with invariant mass below 1 (10) GeV for the luminosity of 36 pb −1 . The calculated rate is larger than the rate of γγ scattering contribution to the isolated muons sample [1] .
I consider below a hypothetical event in which a pair of muons with invariant mass of 4m µ recoils against a jet of particles carrying the transverse momentum of 42 GeV/c. The mass value is a typical one for the muon pair production cross section which increases like 1/M 2 µ + µ − with decreasing mass of the muon pair. I assume further that the transverse momentum of the muon pair is equally shared between the two muons.
In absence of a magnetic field the tracks of both muons are separated in the range of 0−3.1/sin(θ) mm in the middle of the first and in the range of 0−6.4/sin(θ) mm in the middle of the second of the two concentric H1 drift chambers called respectively CJC1 and CJC2 [6] . The solenoidal magnetic field of the H1 coil improves the resolution of the two opposite charge muons tracks in the plane perpendicular to the direction of magnetic field. The separation of the two tracks due to the magnetic field varies in the range 0 − 3.6 mm in the middle of the CJC1 and 0 − 15 mm in the middle of CJC2 chamber. The overall track separation depends upon the actual orientation of the muon pair decay plane with respect to the r − φ plane and upon the azimuthal angles of the positive and of the negative muon. Muon pairs recoiling against harder jets have smaller track separations than those discussed above.
Is the H1 detector able to resolve such tracks? Given the drift velocity of 50 mm/µs, the FADC sampling frequency of 100 MHz and the average pulse length of 20 FADC counts [6] a large fraction of hits, in particular in the the CJC1 chamber, cannot be resolved as belonging to different tracks.
Resolving single muons against muon pairs is particularly difficult in the angular range in which four of the isolated muons have been found. Two out of four isolated high p T muons do not cross the CJC2 chamber and the remaining two traverse only a corner of the CJC2 and leave this chamber through the side wall. For a muon pair emitted in the corresponding angular region the number of resolved hits may be too small to give rise to two reconstructed good quality tracks. If only one track is reconstructed, then the number of resolved hits assigned to it may be sufficiently large for its total energy loss in the chamber, dE/dx, to be compatible with a single track hypothesis. These effects needs to be studied in detail before this source of muon events is disregarded, in particular because neither of the two selection criteria for muon candidates based on the LAr calorimeter and tail catcher responses [1] was designed to resolve events with two muons against those with a single muon candidate.
Photoproduction of jets 3.1 Event classes
Two important classes of jet-photoproduction events contribute to the sample of isolated high p T muon events:
Events in which a sizeable fraction of the jet transverse momentum is balanced by the transverse momentum of a single charged hadron which leaves a well reconstructed, and isolated large p T track. This hadron has to punch-through (sail-through) the calorimeter or it has to decay producing a muon in the final state.
• CLASS 2 Events in which a large p t jet is emitted in the theta range covered by the calorimeter but a sizeable fraction of recoil hadrons, balancing the p T of the jet, escapes through the beam-pipe hole giving rise to a large calorimetric missing transverse momentum. These events contribute to the isolated track sample of [1] if one or more of remaining recoil charged hadrons leave hits in the chambers which are assigned to an isolated track. The reconstructed transverse momentum of this track has to be larger than 10 GeV/c. The muon identification criteria are fulfilled if either: the hadron decays producing a muon, or deposits a fraction of its energy in the tail catcher [6] . All p T ≤ 10 GeV hadrons can occasionally "produce" a high p T , isolated track due to pattern recognition errors and resolution tails of the reconstructed track parameters. These hadrons may have sizeable accoplanarity angle ∆φ with respect to the direction of the jet.
Events belonging to the above classes originate predominantly from photon gluon fusion and QCD Compton processes producing two high p T jets. Higher order QCD processes, giving rise to additional classes of events are of lesser importance and shall not be considered here. While events of the class 1 contribute to the isolated muon sample due to fluctuations of multiplicities of particles belonging to a jet, the class 2 events contribute due to reconstruction tails of momenta of charged tracks. An important property of the latter class of events, with respect to the former class, is weaker correlation between the direction of the jet and that of the isolated hadron. Isolated class 2 hadrons may have sizeable accoplanarity angle ∆φ with respect to the direction of the jet.
The contribution of class 1 events was studied in [1] and found to be negligible. Class 2 events were not recognised as a potential source of isolated muon events. Can the two above contributions be neglected? The analysis presented below shows that the answer to this question remains open and further detector studies are needed.
Discussion of class 1 events
The contribution of class 1 processes to the isolated muon event sample has been derived from the measured rate of events with a high transverse momentum jet recoiling against a single isolated p T ≥ 10 GeV hadron. Such a hadron is identified on the basis of its associated jet reconstructed in the calorimeter. The observed rate was folded with a probability that a hadron is misidentified as a muon [1] . Such an estimation is biased and leads to underestimation of this contribution. The majority of photoproduced jets containing high transverse momentum particles are emitted in the angular region [7] which is not covered by the central tracker and, by definition, no high transverse momentum central track can be reconstructed in these jets. In addition, for events with jets in the fiducial volume of the central tracker, it remains to be demonstrated, that the reconstruction efficiency of a track is unaffected by the presence of the other jet-associated charged particles produced outside the isolation cone of the large p T track. Studies of the Neutral Current events presented in [1] are insufficient to draw such a conclusion because no tracks are expected to be produced in vicinity of the isolation cone of the positron track.
How important is the contribution of class 1 events to the isolated muon sample? For the integrated luminosity of 36.6 pb −1 one expects (1.0 ± 0.3) × 10 4 photoproduced jets with p T ≥ 25 GeV [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] emitted within the fiducial volume of the H1 calorimeter. Using the data of the Tasso collaboration [11] , I estimate the number of jets in which a charged particle carries more than 80 % of the jet energy to be 100 ± 60. This number is fairly energy independent and agrees within the quoted errors with a probability that a E T ≥ 10 GeV photoproduced jet contains an isolated charged particle which carries more than 80 % of its energy. If one uses the upper limit of 3 × 10 −3 [1] for the probability that an isolated hadron simulates a muon then the upper limit of the contribution of class 1 events to the isolated muon sample is estimated to be 0.3, a factor 15 larger than the number given in [1] .
Discussion of class 2 events
While an attempt has been made to estimate the contribution of class 1 events to the isolated muon sample the contribution of the class 2 events was not considered important in [1] and no estimation of their abundance has been made. This source of isolated muon events can be neglected only if there are no resolution tails in the measured momentum of charged particles, or if the total transverse energy produced in the interaction is measured by the calorimeter. As I shall show in the following, studies presented in [1] are not sufficient to draw the conclusion that any of these conditions are met.
The analysis of a monitoring sample of the Neural Current events presented in [1] indicates that the resolution of the momentum measurement is well under control. The resolution tails have been verified using a sample of the Neutral Current (NC) deep inelastic scattering events in which a positron traverses the same region of the chambers as the isolated muons. Such positrons are, however, bound to have high transverse momentum, p T ≥ 15 GeV, except for the y ≥ 0.9 region where their identification is difficult. Consequently, studies based on such an event sample are limited by their statistical precision. In addition, they provide no information on the most relevant quantity: the probability that the p T ≤ 10 GeV, charged particle is reconstructed at p T ≥ 10 GeV. The experimental control of the resolution tails of low p T tracks is important because the charged particle p T -spectrum in photoproduction decreases by 4 orders of magnitude between 2 and 10 GeV (more that one million charged particles are produced in this p T interval for 35.6 pb-1 of luminosity [12] ).
Several effects could give rise to a significant mismatch of the true and the reconstructed momentum of the charged particle. Pions and kaons produced in the discussed momentum range decay with probabilities of 10 −2 − 10 −3 in the fiducial volume of the tracker. Tracks with decay kinks not resolved by the track reconstruction procedure occasionally have their momenta reconstructed at values significantly deviating from the corresponding true momenta of hadrons which initiated the track. Another mechanism which could generate resolution tails are hit pattern recognition errors and track reconstruction biases in the difficult theta regions of the tracker.
It is striking that in three out of five muon events: MUON-2, MUON-4 and MUON-5, the large transverse momentum track is reconstructed within a 3 degree wide polar angle interval. There is no obvious physical mechanism which would cause clustering of events within such a narrow angular range given the spread of the muon candidate momenta, and the spread of δ and p miss T values. If this clustering is a fluctuation its probability is smaller than 5 % both for the W production kinematics and for the kinematics of an isotropic 3-body decay of a resonance formed either in ep or γp scattering. On the other hand, the value of the polar angle around which muon candidates were found turns out to coincide with the angle under which tracks leave the central tracking detector close to the border line of the two large concentric drift chambers [6] . In this region both the track pattern recognition and the accuracy of track reconstruction deteriorate as the measured track length and the number of precision space points decrease [6] .
Photoproduction events with isolated large p T tracks pass the selection criteria if a large calorimetric missing transverse momentum is detected [1] . For class 2 events a sizable imbalance of the transverse energy originates from non-hermeticity of the H1 calorimeter [6] rather than from the resolution tails of the calorimeter response. While the momentum vector of the isolated large p T track tends to be aligned with the jet axis in events of class 1 , class 2 isolated large p T tracks can be acoplanar with respect to the reconstructed jet direction.
Effects of transverse energy leakage were studied in [1] . The resulting conclusions are, however, biased as they are based on an analysis of a sample of the NC events which minimise the energy leakage effects, in particular those acoplanar to the directions both of the jet and that of the isolated track. Events which were chosen for this study have the scattered positron angle between 10 and 50 degrees and its transverse momentum larger than 15 GeV/c. For a typical event of this sample, having e.g. an electron p T of 25 GeV and a polar angle of 30 degrees, the corresponding angle of the recoil hadronic system is 126 degrees. Hadronic systems produced at such large angle are well contained in the calorimeter and no sizable transverse energy leakage to the beam pipe is expected for such events. This is not only true for single jet events but, as well, for an α s reduced subsample of two jet events in which one of the jets escapes in the beam pipe.
The comparison of the (∆φ, p miss T ) values for the isolated muon events with the corresponding distribution for the NC events presented in [1] is particularly misleading in assessing the significance of the observed imbalance in transverse momentum of isolated muon events. Photoproduction events which, contrary to the NC events, can mimic isolated muon events have very different pattern of energy flow with respect to the chosen "monitoring" sample. The inclusive photoproduction jet cross section is peaking around the value of 40 degrees for p T ≥ 20 GeV/c jets [7] . Jets accompanying isolated muons were found in the vicinity of this value. In addition, jets in photoproduction events are emitted with a sizeable probability [7] in the angular region which is not covered by the calorimeter. Consequently, the probabilities, given in [1] , for an event to have both the acoplanarity angle and the missing transverse momentum values greater than those measured for muon candidates are grossly underestimated for photoproduction events
The estimation of a contribution of class 2 events to the isolated muons sample requires dedicated, large statistics studies of the reconstruction tails of track momenta and cannot be given here. One can however estimate at which level the resolution tails must be controlled in order to neglect this contribution.
For the integrated luminosity of 36.6 pb −1 one expects 170 ± 60 photoproduced jets with p T ≥ 25 GeV [7] , [8] , [10] , emitted outside the fiducial volume of the H1 calorimeter. The majority of these events would pass the missing transverse momentum cut of [1] . Let me make the rather conservative assumption that at least one isolated charged hadron is produced in each of these events over the full available momentum range and within the angular acceptance of the central tracker. If one takes the upper limit of 0.02 events for the contribution of photoproduction processes to the isolated muons sample [1] , one has to demonstrate that the probability, of producing an isolated hadron, reconstructing its momentum above 10 GeV/c and satisfying the muon identification criteria is smaller than 10 −4 , when integrated over the full momentum spectrum of charged hadrons.
The muon identification criteria are satisfied automatically for hadrons decaying into muons. Moreover, hadrons which do not decay can mimic muons with significantly larger probability than those belonging to class 1 sample. The requirement for the track extrapolation to have the total liquid argon energy smaller than 5 GeV/c is of no relevance for hadrons carrying momentum below 5 GeV. Such hadrons can have occasionally a small fraction of their energy deposited in the tail catcher [6] and pass the muon selection criteria because the presence of an extrapolated track penetrating the muon chambers is not required in the analysis presented in [1] . Assuming that the muon identification criteria reduce the the sample of the "tracker-resolution-tail" events by a factor of 100 the reconstruction tails, integrated over the full momentum spectrum, have to be kept below a percent level. This is difficult to achieve and remains to be demonstrated, in particular in the angular regions of the tracker where the isolated muon candidates have been found.
Data consistency
The H1 collaboration reported at the Jerusalem conference preliminary results of searches for excited quarks decaying into a quark and a photon. This study was based on a sample of events containing both an isolated large E T electromagnetic cluster with no track pointing to it and a reconstructed hadronic jet [13] . 35 events with the transverse energy of the photon larger than 20 GeV have been found. The above transverse energy cut was slightly lower than the p calo T cut of [1] and the photon isolation criteria did not precisely match in the whole η-domain those used to select a sample isolated lepton events. In addition, events with an isolated electromagnetic cluster accompanied by electron candidate depositing more than 5 GeV of the transverse energy were rejected in [13] but kept in [1] . The overall effect of the above selection differences on the observed number of events is, however, small and the observed number of events with isolated electromagnetic cluster can be related directly to the expected number of isolated lepton events. Irrespective of the proportion of isolated electromagnetic cluster events due to γ and π o , mere observation of these events gives rise to a non-negligible contribution of either the lepton pair events or the class 1 photoproduction events to the isolated muon sample. If the majority of these events are due to isolated π o production a similar number of isolated charge pions have to be observed leading to an expected number of class 1 muon-like events of 0.11. If, on the other hand, this sample is dominated by photons, 0.25 muon pair events with the corresponding transverse momentum are expected. These numbers are in agreement with estimates presented in this note but inconsistent with the SM background contribution given in [1] .
Conclusions
A number of processes which could produce large p T isolated lepton signatures, favouring the muon channel, has been discussed. In these processes a large p T muon candidate is accompanied, as in all observed isolated muon events, by a high E T jet. These processes are more likely to explain the origin of the excess muon events than the process of W production which was considered in [1] as the dominant source of isolated muon events. The W bosons are unlikely to be accompanied by high E T jets [14] and their decays give rise to as many isolated electrons as muons.
The precise assessment whether or not the processes discussed in this paper can account for all the isolated muon events needs detailed simulation of the detector response and can only be given by the H1 collaboration. Their estimated rates indicate however that they cannot be omitted if an attempt to answer the question: "Is a Standard Mode interpretation of the Isolated High Energy Lepton and Missing Transverse Momentum HERA events disfavoured?" is made.
